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 Making Smiles Beautiful
 Book Consultation  
 
 
     
 Welcome toNewbury Orthodontic Centre
 We have a well-established reputation in providing a caring, professional orthodontic service in a welcoming, friendly environment. Our Team are able to provide high-quality treatment using a full range of modern orthodontic techniques to create a beautiful, confident smile that you can be proud of.
 Every patient has unique needs and concerns. Here at Newbury Orthodontics, we have the skill to tailor your treatment to fit in with your desired outcome, budget and lifestyle.
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 BOOK A CONSULTATION
 At Newbury Orthodontic Centre we understand that orthodontic treatment is an investment both in time and money. We believe that creating a beautiful new smile should be affordable and to help budget for treatment, we can offer affordable, flexible treatment payments plans.
 Find out how we can help you and make the first move towards straight teeth!!
 Book A Consultation
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  Child Treatment
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  Adult Treatment
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  Clear Fixed Braces
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  Lingual Braces
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  Invisalign® clear aligners
 Orthodontic treatment is increasingly popular with adults and with brace options now including those that are practically invisible, no one needs to know you are having treatment, but they’ll certainly notice the results!
 Treatment has also become more efficient and faster and it is now possible to get a straighter smile in as little as 6 months!
 Come in to see our Orthodontic Specialists today. Find out more
 [image: smile] 



 Upload a Selfie and see your new smile in 60 seconds!
 SMILE CHALLENGE
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  Digital Scanning
 We Make a Great First Impression
 Our powerful 3D scanners are state-of-the-art digital impression systems that eliminate the need for messy putty in your mouth and allows us to digitally capture a detailed 3D model of your teeth and bite. Not only is this process far more comfortable than the old putty based impressions, but it’s faster and more accurate and offers a much improved patient experience. Benefits include:
 	No goop or gag to worry about
	Fast, accurate 3D images
	Ideal for all appliance types including Invisalign® clear aligners and retainers
	Allows visualisation of simulated treatment outcomes

 LEARN MORE
 
 
   BLOG
        General 
  British Dental Association Good Practice Scheme – Excellence in Clinical Practice 
  Mr Oliver Campbell /  9 May 2023  
 
 
  Newbury Orthodontic Centre is proud to be a long-standing member of the...
 Read More 
 
     Digital Orthodontics 
  THE ORTHODONTIC DIGITAL REVOLUTION 
  Mr Oliver Campbell /  17 September 2020  
 
 
  Newbury Orthodontic Centre is very excited to be launching a number of...
 Read More 
 
     Oral Hygiene 
  HOW TO KEEP YOUR TEETH & MOUTH HEALTHY DURING ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT 
  Mr Oliver Campbell /  17 September 2020  
 
 
  Ensuring that you end up with a beautiful new smile and straight...
 Read More 
 
     Invisible Braces 
  WHICH INVISIBLE BRACE? 
  Mr Oliver Campbell /  17 September 2020  
 
 
  Brace technology has changed a lot in the past 5-10 years and...
 Read More 
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     New Year, New smile!!…🤩; a life changing tran  [image: New Year, New smile!!…🤩; a life changing transformation for one of our teenage patients who just completed treatment with fixed braces!!….😱😱🫶🫶 #smiletransformation #amazingsmile #braces #newsmile #newburyorthodonticcentre #newburyorthosmiles #beautifulteeth] 


  
 
   🎄…The Newbury Orthodontic Centre Team wish yo [image: 🎄…The Newbury Orthodontic Centre Team wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!!....🥳 🎄#christmas2023 #newburyorthosmiles #newburyorthodonticcentre] 


  
 
   No words!!!..😱😱; what an amazing smile trans  [image: No words!!!..😱😱; what an amazing smile transformation for one of our teenage patients!!!…life changing..🙏👌#smiletransformation #beautifulsmile #teethtransformation #orthodontics #lifechanging #newburyorthodonticcentre #newburyorthosmiles #bracesoff] 


  
 
   Every year, we are happy to help promote Mouth Can  [image: Every year, we are happy to help promote Mouth Cancer Action Month which is held in November every year and is supported by the @mouthcancer foundation and the @oralhealthfoundation .Here are some statistics from the Mouth Cancer Foundation:  🔹 1 person every 3 HOURS is lost to Mouth Cancer. 🔹 8864 people in the UK were diagnosed with Mouth Cancer last year. 🔹Last year 3034 people in the UK lost their life to Mouth Cancer. 🔹Worldwide Mouth Cancer affects 650,000 per year. 🔹Mouth Cancer is TWICE as common in men than women, though an increasing number of women are being diagnosed with the disease. 🔹58% of mouth cancers appear on the tongue and tonsils. 🔹78% of cases occur in the over 55 age group. 🔹The ten-year survival rate is between 18% and 57%, depending on where the cancer strikes and how early it is diagnosed. 🔹Incidence has risen by 49% over the past 10 years. 🔹Up to 25% of mouth cancer cases have no associated significant risk factors. 🔹More people in the UK die each year of mouth cancer than of cervical and testicular cancer combined. 🔹Almost nine-in-ten (88%) UK adults have now heard of mouth cancer. However, awareness on the signs, symptoms and risk factors remains poor at 9-17%.  Improving access to NHS dentistry, tackling late diagnosis, and protecting public health policies are some of the key challenges in confronting mouth cancer.  So, if you are concerned about any signs or symptoms in the mouth that aren’t normal for you (e.g.  ulcers that fail to heal); please don’t delay and see either your dentist or GP.   More information can be found at https://www.mouthcancerfoundation.org/mouth-cancer-action-month/ 🙏  #oralcancerawareness #oralhealtheducation #oralcancermonth #oralcancerfoudation #mouthcancerawareness #mouthcanceractionmonth #mouthcancerfoundation #bda] 


  
 
   Get ready to say cheese! Happy World Smile Day! F    [image: Get ready to say cheese! Happy World Smile Day!  Funny World Smile Day Facts - Did you know? 🌍💡😊  • Harvey Ball invented the smiley face in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1963  • There are at least 156 different versions of smiley face emojis available for digital use..😱  • When humans smile, our brains produce endorphins, neurotransmitters that cause feelings of happiness and pleasure..😁😁  #worldsmileday #ortho #newburyberkshire #orthodonticpractice #lovetosmile #makesomeonehappywithasmile] 


  
 
   **Smile transformation***….🤩🤩..This adult  [image: **Smile transformation***….🤩🤩..This adult patient recently completed his treatment with @invisalign aligners and what an amazing change to his smile!!!.😱😁; the upper front teeth were biting behind the lower teeth, aka a cross-bite, and compromising his dental appearance and bite…..now he can’t stop smiling with more confidence!!!..😁😁👌 #smiletransformation #changingsmiles #newburyorthosmiles #newburyorthodonticcentre #beautifulsmile #invisalign #invisaligntransformation #invisalignaligners] 


  
 
   ** ROAD CLOSURES ** From 1st Aug-5th Dec. 2023;  [image: ** ROAD CLOSURES **   From 1st Aug-5th Dec. 2023; there are urgent gas works taking place on Kings Road near to the practice….Please allow extra travel time when coming to appointments!!..👍👍] 


  
 
   🍰 The proof is in the pudding!! Don’t just ta [image: 🍰 The proof is in the pudding!! Don’t just take our word for it, check out the many reviews left on Google, to help you decide why we are the best practice for YOU!! 🦷 #5starreview #specialistorthodontics #Braces #Invisalign #Newbury #Teeth #GoogleReview] 


  
 
   *TRANSFORMATION DAY*….🤩🤩..what an amazing     [image: *TRANSFORMATION DAY*….🤩🤩..what an amazing result for our lovely patient Sandra!!…😱😱…We are so delighted that we had the opportunity to make such a positive difference to someone’s life!! A real privilege!!..🙏🙏..Also having some @boutiquewhitening_ to complete her lovely new smile!!.😁 #smiletransformation #lovelysmile #orthodontics #bracesoff #newburyorthodonticcentre #newburyorthosmiles] 


  
 
   🫥 Elastics… why, what, where and when? 🫥  [image: 🫥 Elastics… why, what, where and when? 🫥   Shown above is just one example/ arrangement of orthodontic inter-maxillary traction, aka ‘elastics’ 🤔. We use rubber bands or elastics very routinely in orthodontic treatment as they help to reduce very protrusive teeth, settle bites, encourage spaces to close and also help to ensure that the middle of the upper and lower teeth match at the end of treatment…👏  Elastics come in many sizes and at Newbury Orthodontics, we use a brand that have allocated animals to each size eg. Gorilla and Eagle.   Bracket hooks are part of the existing brace and it’s these hooks that are used to anchor the elastic bands. It is the patient’s job to insert and remove the bands multiple times in the day. So at first if the bands feel difficult, try and try again, with time it gets much easier!!!.😉  Elastics can be used on both fixed (‘train-track’) braces and also on removable appliances such as @invisalign   It’s very important to follow the specific instructions given to you by the clinician when wearing elastics so that the desired effect can be achieved! Usually, elastics will need to be worn on a full-time basis but occasionally, some patients will be asked to wear their elastics at bed-time only.😴  If a school or college friend or family member is using elastics as part of their brace treatment, do not be tempted to follow their instructions..😬👎. This is because each patient requires different instructions according to the needs of their treatment.  So, before leaving your appointment, please always ensure you have understood the task given to you!! Feel free to ask as many questions as you need and a little tip: taking a photo of the elastics on the braces stops you forgetting where they go!! 👍  Remember:  🫥 Practise makes perfect 🫥  🫥 The more they are worn, the faster the braces can be removed 🫥 🫥 Orthodontist’s are trained to know instantly if the bands have not be worn!! 😁  ________________________________ 📱Facebook:  NewburyOrthosmiles  _________________________________ 💻 Website:  www.newbury-orthodontics.co.uk _________________________________ ☎️ Telephone:  01635 528830  _________________________________] 


  
 
   ✨Always wonderful to hear what our patients have [image: ✨Always wonderful to hear what our patients have to say about their experiences with us at the practice 🦷 #Newbury #NewburyOrthodonticCentre #GoogleReview #Google #Braces #transformation] 


  
 
   🎂Happy Birthday Katie!!! Double tap to share so [image: 🎂Happy Birthday Katie!!! Double tap to share some bday love ❤️ 🫶 #birthday #NOC #newbury #NewburyOrthodonticCentre] 


  
 
 
   Load More        Follow on Instagram   
   
 
 
 
    How Can We Help You?
 Please get in touch using this form if you wish to make an appointment, ask about a particular service or require a call back during office hours.
  
   
 

         
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
 Please leave this field empty. 
 Your browser does not support JavaScript!. Please enable javascript in your browser in order to get form work properly.
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Newbury Orthodontics Limited
 Company No.9554857
 34 Stanley Road
 Newbury, Berkshire RG14 7PB
 51.398001, -1.313971
 01635 528830
 mak@newbury-orthodontics.co.uk
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  Opening Hours
	Monday	08:30 - 13:00 14:00 - 18:00
	Tuesday	08:45 - 13:00 14:00 - 18:00
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